GIFTS FOR YOUR TEAM

2019 FHC Gift Guide
Every year I compile a gift guide. Not because you have to buy gifts, but because the work we do is hard and often unrecognized. If we've learned anything, it's that small celebrations mean a lot--not just in that moment, but in keeping people in this work. So even if you don't have the budget for presents, let this guide be the encouragement you need to figure out a way to celebrate your team, so that everyone is able to face the new year refreshed and reinvigorated.

-Happy holidays! Jen
...for your loud & proud feminist(s)

SMASH THE PATRIARCHY NECKLACE
...For the ones obsessed with their furbabies

CUSTOMIZABLE PET TREAT CONTAINERS
For the ones who are always reading (non-fiction)

(THICK, HOW WE FIGHT FOR OUR LIVES & NO VISIBLE BRUISES: 3 OF THE BEST IN 2019)
...For the traveler (in life or in spirit)

CUSTOMIZABLE MAP PRINTS
Genmaicha (toasted rice tea)

For the one who could use a little self-care
...For your millennials (they're on sale!)

SKULLCANDY WIRELESS EARBUDS
Key Chain Toolkit

...for when you need to butch it up a bit
RHODIA GOALKEEPER NOTEBOOK

...for your naval gazers (or bullet journalers, like me)
CALM THE F*CK DOWN CANDLE

Calm The Fuck Down

For the one who might need to chill
...For the ones who'd prefer to eat their feelings (or maybe it's drink them...)

Jeni’s Boozy Collection of Ice Cream Flavors (They Ship!)